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Let’s face it: hydration is

Another report which

one of the most

surveyed collegiate level

important factors

athletes found that only

involved with running.

9% have sufficient

While it may seem an

knowledge of hydration. If

obvious necessity to

these are collegiate

performance, it is also one

athletes, the best of the

of the most overlooked—

best, how well do you

sometimes until it’s too

think the rest of us would

late. A study that surveyed

do on that survey?

runners reported that

Probably not great.

70% have experienced
one or more incidents

Look, we get it. You’re

where dehydration

busy, and “hydration

resulted in a major

education” can get pretty

performance decrease,

dry at times, so we’ve

and 45% found that

done the crunch work for

dehydration resulted in

you. We’ve spent

negative health effects

countless hours reading

such as heat injuries,

through 35+ studies and

fatigue, dizziness, and

articles to summarize the

more. This points to an

best information and

overwhelming disinterest

techniques into a

or lack of awareness

digestible eBook to help

among runners when it

YOU learn to properly

comes to the importance

monitor your hydration

of hydration.

status.
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We’ve come across one

those training for an

too many cookie-cutter

upcoming race, those

hydration

who run for fun and

recommendations for

fitness or those who have

runners, but every body

never run before but want

functions differently, so

to start. By the end of this

it’s not fair to assume that

eBook, you’ll be equipped

those will work for

to create a personalized

everyone. And with so

hydration strategy that

many different sources

works for YOU so you can

out there, it can be hard

maximize your

to know where to start. So

performance on runs, stay

start here! Don’t worry,

healthy, and meet your

we’re not giving you

goals.

another one-size-fits-all
recommendation. Instead,

Note: this process will

we’re here to help you

take some testing and

consider several factors

tweaking on your end (as

that play a role in

most great endeavors

hydration and figure out

require), but fear not as

what works best for your

most runners, in our

body and individual

experience, are used to

needs. This guide is for

trial and error. Now, let’s

ANY and EVERY runner:

get started!
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First and foremost, why

Sadly, one of the top three

hydration? Hydration

causes of sudden death in

affects both our physical

athletes is exertional heat

and cognitive functions.

illness (EHI) caused by life-

The human body is

threatening hyperthermia

composed of about 60%

(overheating in the body)

water, and the brain alone

and central nervous

can contain ~75% water.

dysfunction. It’s also

About 5-10% of our total

important to note that TOO

body water content is

much water can cause

renewed daily. In addition

hyponatremia (low blood

to that, water nourishes our

sodium), but lucky for you,

cells, carries food through

we’re making it easy to find

the body, eliminates waste,

the right balance. So we’ve

regulates our body

made our point… water is

temperature, maintains

pretty amazing. Now let’s

blood volume and pressure

stop taking it for granted!

and lubricates our joints.
Hydration is vital for
human survival.
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Dehydration happens when someone loses a large
amount of water which can result in the impairment of
your cognitive function, physical function, increase your
risk of heat illness and decrease overall performance.
Yikes!
There is plenty of research showing how dehydration can
negatively impact physical function, but opinions on how
it affects cognitive function vary. Overall, the consensus is
that dehydration greater than 2%-3% body loss results in
both cognitive and physical effects. Some studies even
show that body water loss of less than just 2% can still
have cognitive and physical effects on some runners.
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Nausea,
Vomiting,
Diarrhea,
Fainting,
Seizures

Tiredness,
Exhaustion,
Weakness,
Chills

Muscle
cramps,
Intestinal
cramps

Dehydration can cause
your blood to thicken,
leading to a reduction in
blood flow to your skin
and exercising muscles.
This can then cause a
reduction in your heart’s
efficiency, increasing the
heart rate and raising
body temperature.

Body core
temperature higher
than 100°F (38°C), so
anywhere between
100°F (38°C) and 104°F
(40°C). An AVERAGE
body temperature
range is between
98.6°F (37°C) to 100.4°F
(38°C).

Dry mouth

Dizziness,
Drowsiness,
Lethargy,
Headaches

Dyspnea
(shortness of
breath, inability
to take a deep
breath, chest
tightness)
Dry or
flushed
skin

Decreased
urine
output

Hyperventilation
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Now, let’s get into the cognitive effects. Cognitive function
refers to one's abilities such as attention, memory (shortterm, long-term, and working memory), learning,
language, executive functions (reasoning, planning,
decision making), visual and psychomotor functions.
Cognition includes all mental processes allowing humans
to perceive, think, remember, feel emotions, and exert
control over their environment. Cognition is required in
EVERYTHING we do on a day-to-day basis and is even
more important when we’re out on the trail or pounding
the pavement - think obstacles, fallen trees, moving
vehicles, crossing streets safely.

Loss of
Coordination,
Concentration,
Attention

Short Term
Memory Loss

Loss of Motor
Speed

Irrational
Behavior or
Confusion,
Hallucinations

Difficulty to
Process
Information
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One recent study found that only 20% of runners reported
monitoring their hydration status. Urine color was the
method most often reported (7%), whereas only 2%
reported measuring changes in body weight which can
actually be the most effective method. In addition to
measuring change in body weight, there are several other
factors worth considering while creating your
personalized hydration plan.

Some of these include:
1. Weight (Average weight, weight at the start of your
run, weight at the end of your run) + Sweat Rate
2. Thirst Sensation
3. Type of Warm-Up
4. Fluid Type (water or electrolytes)
5. Weather (temperature, humidity, wind)
6. Urine Color and Frequency and/or Volume or
Urination
7. Starting Hydration Level

→ are you properly

hydrated before starting your run or are you
dehydrated from the start?
8. Clothing Layers
9. Running Level/Current Physical Condition (VO2)
10. Electrolyte Imbalance
11. History of Heat Illness & Other Medical Conditions
NOTE: Hydration practices for ultra runners can vary. If you're
interested in seeing a more specialized Hydration eBook for
ultrarunners, please email: info@vesselathletics.co
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Weight (Before & After Run) + Sweat Rate:
Weight fluctuations are one of the most
telling factors that help you identify the
average amount of water that is lost DURING
a run. This means you’ll need to start
weighing yourself BEFORE and right AFTER
your run so that you can know how much to
drink DURING future runs. I know what
you’re thinking: weighing yourself BEFORE
and AFTER a run is a pain in the neck, but
the long-term benefits will pay off. And just
like anything new, it takes time to form a
habit, so if you’re preparing for an upcoming
race, start this as early as three weeks to
three months before.
FORMULA AND STEPS TO CALCULATE
SWEAT RATE IS INCLUDED ON PAGE 18
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Helpful Tips:
Make weighing yourself as easy as possible - bring the
scale with you in the car, leave it by your door so you
remember when you get home, have one in the office,
etc.
Track your patterns in a journal.
Write down how much water you're bringing during
your run and then determine how much of it you drank
by the end.
Outdoor temperature and your average pace per mile
will also be helpful patterns to record in your journal.
NOTE: WE'VE CREATED A FREE HYDRATION TRACKING
JOURNAL TO PRINT WHICH CAN BE FOUND TOWARDS THE
END OF THIS EBOOK.

Thirst Sensation: Some runners drink only
when they're thirsty, while others ignore their
thirst enitrely. Overall, thirst is a good
indicator to follow, BUT it shouldn't be the
only one. Some studies have shown that
athletes who did not drink in accordance with
their thirst levels had a significant
performance decrease. Some experts note
that by the time you feel thirsty, you’re
already dehydrated. If you’re feeling thirsty,
don’t ignore it, listen to your body right away.
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Type of Warm Up: If you have a warm-up
routine such as a pre-run or stretch exercise,
avoid warming up in a hot area with direct
sunlight. Warm up inside or in a shaded area.
If you’re running in cool temperatures or
inside on a treadmill, this won't apply.
Water or Electrolytes?: Many runners,
especially those running a marathon or ultra
prefer beverages that contain carbohydrates
and electrolytes (such as salt and potassium)
during and after runs because water alone
can actually dilute your sodium levels.
Carbohydrates (sugars) do a better job at
retaining water. For ultrarunners running
6hrs+, sodium and other forms of electrolytes
should also be replenished through meals.
Helpful Tips:
If you decide to drink electrolyte fluids during your runs,
give your body about a week to adjust instead of trying
out a new electrolyte for the first time on race day or
during a scheduled long run. We also came across this
test that can help you determine the strength of
electrolyte you likely need to be drinking before, during
and after a run (we have no affiliation with this brand).
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Weather: Weather is one of the most
important factors to consider. Weather
variables include temperature, humidity and
wind speed. A helpful tool for monitoring
weather is the WetBulb Globe Temperature
(WBGT). Although weather forecasts
frequently change, if you’re training for a race
in a particular area, it will be helpful to know
what the average temperature, humidity, and
wind speed are during the month of your race
so you can start adapting to the expected
temperature and weather. Adapting to the
heat, also known as heat acclimation is
highly recommended for those who may be
training for a race that will have high
temperatures.
Helpful Tips:
Look at how temperature in your area changes from
hour to hour and compare that alongside the amount
of time you’re estimating to complete your race/run. In
some areas, it’s not uncommon for temperatures to
drastically change hour to hour.
The NATA recommends adapting to your race day
weather gradually over 10 to 14 days, but maximum
adapting/acclimating to heat may take 2 to 3 months.
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Helpful Tips:
These are two helpful resources (1, 2) to follow for a heat
acclimation plan, but note this is NOT exclusively for
runners.
Heat acclimation can help enhance performance and
prevent heat illness. Your heat risk is highly dependent
on your hydration level so even if you have acclimated
to heat, adequate hydration is still critical to avoid
heat illness.
If you’re training in hot conditions, your body will
require extra sodium from your diet or sports beverages.
Pro runner, Molly Pritz, recommends doubling your fluid
intake when running in hot and humid temperatures.
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Color, Frequency & Volume of Urine:
Monitoring urine color, frequency and
volume of urination can help give you an idea
of how hydrated you are before, during, and
after your runs. Below, we’ve included a
helpful urine color chart. If you’re urinating
frequently and the color of your urine lands
anywhere between #1-#3, you are well
hydrated.
Keep in mind that
certain medications,
alcohol or caffeine can
lead to a fluid deficit.
Additionally, some
vitamins and
supplements can also
offset the color of your
urine.
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Starting Hydration Level: Are You Properly
Hydrated Before Your Run? Hydration leading
up to your run is just as equally important! If
you’re not monitoring your hydration intake
throughout the hours before your run, you
may be starting dehydrated without even
knowing it. This is known as cumulative
dehydration. Think about it, if you run on
Monday but don’t properly rehydrate postrun, on Tuesday you’re going to start your run
dehydrated.
Helpful Tips:
Start drinking 1 to 2 hours before your run begins.
The best way to monitor how much water you need to
drink before you start running is by monitoring your
urine color & how often you’re urinating during the day.
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Clothing Layers: Extra layers of clothing,
equipment, gear, & suits for “weight loss”
make it more difficult for your sweat to
evaporate due to less airway and
breathability. This puts you at greater risk for
dehydration and heat illness because
sweating is our body’s way of cooling,
allowing us to release heat. Most general
hydration recommendations don’t mention
this and assume that runners are wearing
standard attire such as shorts/joggers and tshirt/long sleeve t-shirts. Running in extra
layers, wearing a hydration backpack or vest
can all have an effect on your sweat rate
which should be accounted for in your
hydration plan.
Helpful Tips:
If possible, the fewer layers of clothing and gear you can
carry, the better.
Keep in mind that dark-colored clothing or equipment
may cause greater absorption of heat from the
environment.
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Current Physical Condition (aka running
economy - VO2): Runners who have minimal
training and do not ease into long distances
can be more susceptible to heat illness and
dehydration. VO2 is what many use for
assessing the aerobic or endurance fitness of
an individual. So as your VO2 improves, your
ability to withstand heat stress improves.

Electrolyte Imbalance: Electrolyte
imbalances rarely occur in trained,
acclimatized individuals who engage in
physical activity and eat a normal diet. Most
sodium and chloride losses in athletes occur
through urine, but athletes who sweat
heavily, are salty sweaters, or are not heat
acclimatized can lose significant amounts of
sodium during activity.
History of Heat Illness and Other Medical
Conditions: If you've had a history of heat
illness, you may be at an increased risk. Other
medical conditions may also put you at
greater risk, but should ultimately be
discussed with your medical professional.
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Chronic dehydration is a common condition
among some population groups, including
elders and those who perform physical
activities in warm environments.

Physician: In addition to these factors, The
NATA recommends having a physician
conduct a medical screening to identify if you
have any predisposed risk factors relating to
heat illness.
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Normal Body Physiology: Self Check-in Before we get you started on creating your
hydration plan, take a moment to think about
how your body functions on a day-to-day
basis.
Do you notice that you use the bathroom more often
than normal? This could mean your body does not
retain water so easily. You may decide to increase your
sodium intake in combination with other electrolytes.
Do you sweat more than the average person? Are you a
salty sweater? You may want to incorporate drinking
electrolytes during your run or potentially avoid running
in hot conditions altogether.
Helpful Tips:
If you notice ‘abnormal’ hydration, sweat, or urination
patterns, we also recommend seeking out a sports lab
to conduct an accurate sweat rate test to learn about
what your body requires more of during high-intensity
workouts like running. This eBook is also meant to help
you spot abnormal patterns that may require you to
seek out a medical professional/sports lab.
Fluids can be lost in sweat via the skin, urine, feces and
during respiration from our lungs.
Remember, as you follow this process it's important to
pay attention to the signals & feelings your body tells you.
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Calculating Your Sweat Rate: Follow the
formula below OR access our Hydration
Tracker to calculate your average sweat rate.
Be sure to consistently track your results over
the next two or more weeks.
Sweat Rate Formula (in mL)

Steps to Calculate:
NOTE: BE SURE YOU CONVERT YOUR WEIGHT FROM LB TO
KG AS IT’S MORE ACCURATE THAN LB.
1. Pre-Run Weight - Post-Run Weight = Weight Lost (in kg)
(also known as Sweat Loss)
2. Multiply weight loss by 1000 to convert your loss to
grams
3. Add the amount of liquid you drank during your run in
mL
4. Subtract urine volume (if applicable)
5. This equals your total sweat loss
6. Divide sweat loss by your total exercise time in hours to
get your sweat rate per hour
7. To get your average sweat rate after tracking for several
days, add up your daily sweat rate and divide by the
number of days tracked
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Helpful Tips - Calculating Your Sweat Rate:
We recommend tracking for two weeks to get an
average sweat rate. For the average, add up your
daily sweat rates & divide by number of days tracked.
Sweat rate tells you how much fluid you lose. For
every pound (or kg) lost, aim to drink 80 to 100
percent of that loss to maintain optimal hydration.
For example, if you lose 1165 mL per hour (39 oz), you
should drink between 932 mL to 1165 mL.
Run at your desired intensity and at a similar time &
temperature of the day over the next two weeks.
Make sure to wear and/or carry the gear you typically
use on runs while tracking (e.g. poles, belt, etc).
For accurate results, weigh yourself without clothes,
before and after your run. If this isn't possible, weigh
yourself with a light layer of clothes and no shoes.
Measure the exact amount of H20 you drink during
runs. Try to drink the same volume (per hr) over the
next two weeks.
Avoid peeing before your post-weight weigh in.
If preparing for a race, try to establish a sweat rate in
a similar climate where your race will be.
Do this at least twice a year (winter, summer).
You can use our hydration journal (printout) OR
spreadsheet to track sweat rate and other
important variables.
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Planning for How Much Water You'll Need
DURING: Once you’ve determined how much
water you lose during your run (average sweat
rate), you should aim to drink 80 to 100
percent of that loss per hour DURING your
run in order to maintain a healthy hydration
level.
Helpful Tips:
Take small and frequent sips of water during your run
instead of large gulps to prevent gastrointestinal issues
and cramps.
Hydrating before your run is just as important as
hydrating during and after. Starting your run
dehydrated is known as cumulative dehydration and
can easily happen if you’re not monitoring your
hydration intake.
If you’re training in hot conditions, your body will
require extra sodium from your diet or sports beverages.
The more one weighs (in terms of lbs/kg), the greater
metabolic heat production the body will have during
exercise which means that the body will be losing water
and sodium at a faster pace.
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Planning for How Much Water You'll Need
BEFORE and AFTER: One tip is to start
drinking fluids 1 to 2 hours before your run,
but in general, you should be drinking
throughout the day. A strategy you can follow
is to multiply your weight by ⅔ (or 67%) to
determine how much water to drink daily. For
example, if you weigh 165 pounds, you
multiply that by ⅔ which means you’d need
to drink around 110 ounces of water daily.
Note that this calculation does not take into
consideration how much you'll be losing
from sweat loss.
Choosing Your Hydration-Related Supplies
and Gear: Think and write out what
hydration-related supplies and gear you’ll
need for your runs AND race (if applicable).
Common Supplies Depending on Run and Distance:
A scale to determine sweat rate.
A supply of cool water or an electrolyte sports drink
that equals the amount of water you need to carry.
A supply of snacks and/or gels for sodium intake.
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Something to carry your water or electrolyte drink in.
Think about whether your runs will have an area where
you can refill if necessary. (Vessel Athletics is
launching a new solution to hydration with the
Hydroshirt; a lighter, stable and hands-free way to
hydrate built directly into a breathable running tshirt. Learn more here.)
Phone (for emergencies).
Ice for active cooling or for your drinks. This may be
more relevant on hotter days or if you're running an
ultra. (Vessel Athletics' Hydroshirt includes insulation
inside of its pouch to help keep your water cool for a
longer period.)
Choosing Your Beverage: If you find that
drinking electrolytes during or after your run
helps with performance and recovery, then
there are plenty of electrolyte options to
choose from. Avoid using a new electrolyte
drink for the first time during a long run or
during a race. The last thing you want to
worry about is having to use the bathroom
unexpectedly because a new drink upset your
stomach. Lastly, remember that your body is
constantly changing. Be prepared and okay
with adjusting your plan as needed.
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Don’t procrastinate on creating and following your
hydration plan! Most of us don’t work 1-on-1 with a running
and nutrition coach, so that’s why we wanted to do a deep
dive into hydration and make it easier to be well educated
and prepared when it comes to hydrating on your runs.
Why spend all this time training for a new distance, race, or
time, only to disregard your hydration plan, which can very
well be what you need to help stay healthy, energized, and
reach your goals?
In conclusion, being properly hydrated has many amazing
benefits, including enhanced performance, lower core
temperature during and after physical activity, decreased
cardiovascular strain during and after physical activity, a
decrease in blood lactate level, and a decrease in any
potential psychological effects.
You have to do the work. Yes, you! This takes some
tweaking and testing, but over time, you’ll start to get the
hang of this process. Who knows, you may eventually nerd
out to this kind of stuff!
We applaud you for reaching the end and we would love to
hear your feedback on how this was (or not) helpful for
you. Thanks!
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This guide is not intended to be a substitute for
professional medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment.
Always seek the advice of a physician or other qualified
healthcare provider with any questions regarding a
medical condition. Lastly, there are specialized sports labs
that can perform sweat tests to provide you with a very
precise calculation of how much sweat you lose, how
much you should be drinking based on your goals, and
more.
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Vessel Athletics is an activewear and hydration brand for
runners creating the world's first Hydroshirt®. The
Hydroshirt a lighter, stable and hands-free way to hydrate
built directly into a breathable running t-shirt. We’re on a
mission to make world-changing running apparel by
promoting healthy hydration and advocating for water
justice.

My name is Jasmine Sanchez. I’m a self-proclaimed
'Hydration Education’ expert, and one of the founders of
Vessel Athletics. As a long-time runner, I often feared
dehydration as I never found a hydration option that
worked well for me. I quickly learned that many runners
shared similar struggles when it came to carrying water,
while others neglected a hydration strategy completely
and didn’t hydrate at all. So I set out to create a more
comfortable way to hydrate on-the-go, making it easier
for runners of all levels to learn about the hydration basics
and its importance to performance.
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1
2
Pre-Run Weight - Post-Run
Weight = Weight Lost (in kg) (also
known as Sweat Loss)
Multiply weight loss by 1000 to
convert your loss to grams

3
4
Add the amount of liquid you
drank during your run in mL
Subtract urine volume
(if applicable)

5
6
This equals your total sweat loss

Divide sweat loss by total exercise
time in hours to get sweat rate per
hour
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